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Special Issue on Social and Economic Studies 

Call for Papers  

Social economics focuses on the relationship between social behavior and economics. 

It examines how social norms, ethics, emerging popular sentiments, and other social 

philosophies influence consumer behavior and shape public buying trends. It uses 

history, current events, politics, and other social sciences to predict potential results 

from changes to society or the economy. 

In this special issue, we intend to invite front-line researchers and authors to submit 

original research and review articles on Social and Economic Studies. Potential 

topics include, but are not limited to: 

 Social capital and economic development 

 Regions, economy and society  

 Social values and behaviors in economics  

 Economics of welfare and well-being 

 Economic and labor market analysis  

 Poverty research  

 Household finance  

 Land economy 

 Economics and public policy  

 Income inequality 

 Cultural economics 

 Ethics and economics 

 Population and economics  

 Sustainable socioeconomic development  

 Economic and social planning 

 Public finance and social development  

 Political policy and leadership 

 

Authors should read over the journal’s For Authors carefully before submission. 

Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript 

through the journal’s Paper Submission System. 

 

Please kindly notice that the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title is supposed 

to be specified and the research field “Special Issue – Social and Economic Studies” 

should be chosen during your submission. 

 

According to the following timetable:  
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http://www.scirp.org/Journal/ForAuthors.aspx?JournalID=666&utm_campaign=papersubmission&utm_source=e_paper&utm_medium=TEL_SOES_20201113_liuyajing
http://papersubmission.scirp.org/paper/showAddPaper?journalID=120&utm_campaign=papersubmission&utm_source=e_paper&utm_medium=TEL_SOES_20201113_liuyajing
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Submission Deadline May 28th, 2021 

Publication Date July 2021 

 

For publishing inquiries, please feel free to contact the Editorial Assistant at 

submission.entrance1@scirp.org 

 

TEL Editorial Office 

tel@scirp.org  
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